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Abstract. To clarify the dust environment around Mercury, MDM (Mercury Dust 
Monitor) will be on board MMO (Mercury Magnetosphere Orbiter) BepiColombo, which 
will be launched in August 2015 and arrive at Mercury in January 2022. MDM will 
measure interplanetary dust particles (IDP) from asteroids and comets, beta meteoroids, 
particles from Mercury as impact ejecta, and possibly interstellar dust particles.  An order 
of magnitude higher dust flux is expected at the Mercury's orbit than at the Earth's orbit.  
Nominal mission duration around Mercury is 1 year, with a possible 1-year extension.   
 
Among previous in-situ dust measurements in space, Galileo and IKAROS dust 
measurements were up to Venus’ orbit.  Helios spacecraft measured dust flux in the inner 
solar system down to 0.3 AU but observation time around perihelion was limited since 
the aphelion was around the Earth's orbit.  Interaction of dust particles with Mercury was 
not measured at all.  Since MESSENGER spacecraft do not have any dust detector on 
board, MDM/BepiColombo will measure dust environment around Mercury for the first 
time.  We plan to investigate if there would be a correlation between observed dust flux 
variation and solar activity change.  We also monitor dust particle flux onto Mercury, 
since dust particles would be at least partly the source of thin atmosphere of Mercury.    
 
The MDM consists of four lightweight piezoelectric ceramic sensors of lead zirconate 
titanate (PZT), with the total area 64 cm2.  The sensors are coated with heat-resistant 
white paint to reflect solar light.  The PZT sensors generate electric signals corresponding 
to impacts of dust particles. The minimum detectable mass of dust particles is 1x10-13g 
assuming that dust impact velocity is 30km/s.  The MDM is attached to the side panel of 
MMO. 
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